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Introduction
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The focus of this survey is on women's organizations. The

main goal is not only to collect data on their baseline

conditions to better know who these organizations are,

who they serve and how they serve them, but also to

identify the specific impacts of COVID-19 for women's

organization in the settlement sector.

54%   OCASI organizations completed the  survey (22 out

of 41).

Respondents location:

Toronto           64%

Scarborough 4,5%

Etobicoke.       4,5%

North York.     4,5%

Waterloo         4,5%

Windsor              9%
Durham            4,5%

Ottawa             4,5%
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Women's 

 organizations employees

demographic 

 Largely dominated by women (average 97%),
mostly radicalized (average 68%) with an
immigrant or refugees background (average 64%).
Indigenous and non-binary/gender fluid are still a
minority but non-binary/gender fluid are not often
identified .



Overall

impact of

Covid-19
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How agencies have been impacted

by COVID-19 pandemic? 

For a variety of reasons related to the
organization size, nature of the primary

services offered, and management
capacity, organizations had diverse

experiences in coping with
unprecedented human resources

challenges. Respondents from women's
organization showed even if programs
and service delivery moved online, 37%
remained open because their services

were deemed essential. Beside
financial challenges,  human resources

also were impacted with volunteers
loss (69%), lay off (5%) and changes in
staff working conditions (increase of
hours, redeployment, rotation, etc.). 



Impact on Services and Programs

Shift in mode of operation
Client reach



Served in 2019
 

128 024 clients

Served in 2020
 

113 559 clients

Expected to serve in 2021
 

141 985 clients

TO EXPECT AN INCREASE** OF 25%
CLIENTS IN NEED OF SERVICE IN 2021 
 COMPARED TO A 11.3% DECREASE* IN

2020

* May be due to the drastic decrease of newcomers in 2020, but also to access the internet, digital literacy challenges, family
economic struggles, privacy issues, etc.
**The sector and its clients are getting more and more used to emerging hybrid service delivery in settlement and agencies
are  hoping for Canada reopening.



Human resources impact 



Laid off employees

since the pandemic

started

84%    No

16%.    Yes

HAVE YOU LAID OFF EMPLOYEES SINCE
THE PANDEMIC STARTED?

Full-time:      7

Part-time:    4    

Casual/seasonal time:  4

AVERAGE NUMBER OF LAID OFF
EMPLOYEES 



Financial Impact



74 %    No drop in revenue
      16%      Up to 5%
        5%     Up to 10%
        5%     More than 25%        

100% of organizations experiencing a
drop in revenue are from Toronto with

2020-2021budget
 

20%    0-600 000$
             20%     600 001-1000 000

                  60%     4000 001-8000 000              

 

Size of organizations experiencing a
drop of revenue

 
60%  101+employees
40%  1-20 employees

                 40%     51-1000 employees             
 
 
 
 
 

HAS YOUR ORGANIZATION EXPERIENCED A DROP IN REVENUE
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE PANDEMIC?

All size of organizations (revenue and employees) in Toronto have experienced a drop in revenue since the
beginning of the pandemic. They lost revenue from users fees and fundraising. As a result some

organizations had to lay off staff, temporarily or permanently. 



What worries them most about COVID-19

or a similar future crisis 



Challenges 



 The priority issues affecting  women's organizations  clients (service users)



Issues and challenges experienced

regarding digital technology

The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated shift to hybrid
model of service delivery by women's organizations, which
have been forced to move many  activities online and get

creative in supporting clients but also employees with limited
internet access. All these unexpected changes have a cost.

That is the reason why funding is so crucial to leverage
technology and build the capacity of the settlement sector

and women agencies in particular. 



Actions taken 



Regarding COVID, which of the following

actions is currently a priority for your

organization? 



Financial and

legal expertise

Yes   58%

No     42%

HAS YOUR ORGANIZATION INVESTED
IN FINANCIAL AND LEGAL EXPERTISE?

IF NO, HOW DID YOUR ORGANIZATION NAVIGATE
AROUND FINANCIAL AND LEGAL DIFFICULTIES DURING
THE PANDEMIC?



Actions taken by the women's

organizations for the

collection and storage of

information accessed

remotely by staff 

The sensitive nature of their work  
could explain the reason why
100% of the respondents'
organizations took an action
regarding this issue. 



79% women's agencies have

protocol for staff that require

special accommodation upon

returning to work. 

Approaches taken to pay staff who remain employed,
but are not  able to work, or work remotely, due to

illness or caregiving needs

Other by respondents



Women's organizations support (beyond pay initiatives) those in care

giving by:   

Pour le moment, notre application est uniquement compatible avec les appareils iOS.
Pour rendre les soins de santé vraiment accessibles, nous devons nous assurer que

nous sommes disponibles sur tous les systèmes d'exploitation mobiles.



What new ways of operating practices will

make your organization better in the long run? 


